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Abstract: Studies on the learning service selection approaches have been the subject of many researches in 

recent years. The works identified in the literature are developed to solve the learning service selection 

problem; however, these works need to have a clear view and an overview of how systems intended select 

services. This study details a multidimensional descriptive view of learning service selection approaches in 

context-aware ubiquitous learning systems through five different views. Each view captures a particular 

aspect of the service selection process. Then a set of facets associated with each particular aspect in order to 

study, understand and describe it appropriately. This work would be helpful for context-aware u-learning 

system developers in order to have a clear understanding of service selection process in such systems and 

highlight the guidelines to be applied and the means used to satisfy the needs and the requirements of the 

learner and the application. 
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1. Introduction 

A context-aware ubiquitous learning systems provides a learning scenario in which learners are guided to 

learn in a real-world situation with supports or instructions from a computer system, using a mobile device to 

access the digital content via wireless communications; in the meantime. Thus, the learning system will be 

able to detect and record the learning behaviors of the students in both the real-world and the virtual world 

with the help of the sensor technology and to more actively interact with the learners [1], [2]. These systems 

adapt their function according to the context changes. The selection of learning services based on the 

detected context is one of the possible adaptations that context-aware ubiquitous learning system can 

provide to the learner. 

When dealing with this concept, it can be noticed that, according to [3], the selection of services is defined 

as “The stage for differentiating the services which provide the same functionality, based on quality of 

service”. This definition is limited to the selection based on quality of service. We improve this proposal and 

define the selection of service as the stage for differentiating the services which provide the same 

functionality based on the learner's requirements and quality assessment.  

The quality assessment concerns the quality of context (QoC) and the quality of service (QoS). The first 

one is defined from our point of view, shared by the authors in [4] as an indication of the context compliance 

degree collected by the sensors to the current situation in the environment and the requirements of a 

particular context consumer. The second one can be defined as the set of quantitative and qualitative 
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properties and characteristics that describe how a service works and how it can satisfy learners’ needs 

[5]-[7]. 

Learning services selection is a special case of the services selection which is considered by David et al., [8] 

as “a set of learning activities, learning resources and support facilities that are used to meet specific 

learning objectives.” 

A review of various studies related to the learning services selection, allowed us to conclude that the 

selection process usually involves four steps: (1) Services discovery or pre-selection, (2) Services Evaluation, 

(3) Services classification, and (4) Selection of the appropriate service (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. General Service selection process. 

Accordingly, the diversity of services selection criteria in these works leads us to study the various 

approaches described, in order to evaluate and derive the limits associated with it. The key contributions of 

this paper are recapitulated below: (1) the proposition of a framework to evaluate the learning service 

selection approaches, (2) the study and the position of the learning service selection approaches against each 

other, and (3) their evaluation based on criteria that must be met by a learning service selection approach in 

a context-aware ubiquitous learning system. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a new proposal framework for learning 

service selection approaches. A review of four learning service selection approaches using the proposed 

framework is given in Section 3. Finally, a conclusion highlighting the main results of this study and some 

perspectives are given in Section 4. 

2. Learning Service Selection Framework Overview 

The framework with views and facets was originally proposed for system engineering and enhanced the 

understanding of various engineering disciplines such as information systems engineering [9], requirements 

engineering [10] and process engineering [11]. Other frameworks have been proposed. For instance, we can 

cite the one proposed in [12], where the authors evaluate context usage within ubiquitous learning systems 

and that proposed in [13], which focuses on the study of Web Services QoS Models. 

Since the efficiency of these frameworks was proven in many domains, we therefore proposed to use this 

structure for the evaluation of the learning services selection approaches. 

The proposed framework allows analysis of learning service selection works and compare them. It consists 

of five different and complementary views, each view can analyze a particular aspect of the learning service 

selection by asking a fundamental question. 

According to [14], each view is characterized by a name and measured using a set of facets that can be 

decomposed into sub-facets. All facets have defined values in a domain which can be one of predefined types 

such as an enumerated type ({x, y, z}), a structured type (Set {x, y}), an Integer or a Boolean. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the proposed framework is composed of Goals view, Process view, Means view, 

Optimization view and Management of uncertainty view. 
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Fig. 2. Learning service selection views. 

2.1.  Goals View 

The Goals view addresses the question “What are the objects and purposes of selection?”. It is used to 

indicate the intended purpose and objects to select. The different facets associated with this view are 

selection purpose and selection object.  

2.1.1.  Selection purpose facet 

This facet describes the goal or the need to satisfy, through the selection of learning service. It is defined 

by: 

Purpose = SET (ENUM {Provide a service, adapt, support learning, guide, optimize, etc.}) 

2.1.2.  Selection object facet 

This facet concerns the object to select. It is defined by: 

Objects = SET (ENUM {Learning Service, Learning object, Learning content, Learning unit, service provider, 

learning resource}) 

2.2.  Process View 

The Process view answers the question “What are the supported selection steps?”. In this view, it is of 

interest to look and to describe the selection steps supported in the different works. Below are described the 

different facets associated with this view. 

2.2.1.  Triggering process facet 

This facet is interested in how the process is triggered. A selection process may be triggered when the 

context is detected and/or when sending a query that may contain the requested functionality and /or the 

requirements for the application. 

Thus, this aspect includes both attributes “context detection” and “query” that are described as follows: 

 Context detection: If the selection process is initiated upon context detection, then this attribute 

indicates the detected contextual elements and is described by:  

Context detection = SET (ENUM {Location, Time, Preferences, Availability, needs, knowledge, Not 

supported}) 

 Query: If the selection process is initiated through a request sent by the learner, this attribute indicates 

the content of this request. It’s defined by: 

Query =SET (ENUM {feature, requirements, preferences, Not supported}) 
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2.2.2.  Identification of the learning situation facet 

A learning situation is “an interpretation of a set of contextual data, relating each one of them in order to 

provide some information valid in a specific time interval” [15]. It can be identified from the detected context. 

However, its identification allows filtering services that can be executed. This facet shows if the step of 

“Identification of the learning situation” is supported or not. It is defined by: 

Identification of the learning situation = Boolean 

2.2.3.  Preselection or Service Discovery Facet 

Preselection or services discovery, distinguishes the services that can be executed. This facet indicates 

whether the approach set out a step of preselection or service discovery in its selection process. It is defined 

by: 

Preselection or Service Discovery = Boolean 

2.2.4.  Quality evaluation Facet 

To switch between preselected learning services, an assessment of their qualities is necessary to satisfy 

the learner's needs. Similarly, the evaluation of the quality of the detected context is important to filter the 

uncertain or incorrect context elements. This facet defines whether the approach supports the step of quality 

evaluation in the selection process. It is described by two attributes. 

 Evaluation of the quality of context (QoC): It indicates whether the approach provides assessment of the 

quality of the detected context. It is defined by:  

Evaluation of the quality of context = Boolean 

 Evaluation of the quality of service (QoS): It indicates whether the approach ensures the quality 

assessment of preselected services and is defined by: 

Evaluation of the quality of service = Boolean 

2.2.5.  Selection facet 

The selection of learning services is done according to their evaluated qualities. The service that satisfy the 

request of the learner and have the best quality will be chosen. This facet indicates whether the selection 

step is supported by the approach. It is defined by:  

Selection= Boolean 

2.2.6.  Historic facet 

When a learning service is selected, it can be stored in a database that contains past selection experiences. 

These one can be used when the system detects a similar learner query and learning situation. Thus, the 

service will be supplied directly. This facet indicates whether the approach considers the creation of a 

history of past experiences in the selection process or not. It is defined by: 

Historic = Boolean 

2.3.  Means View 

The question addressed in this view is “What are the techniques and methods used for the evaluation and 

selection?” The means view focuses on the different tools and methods used to assess service and context 

quality for the selection of learning services. It includes three aspects, namely “Preselection and Discovery”, 

“quality evaluation” and “selection”. 

2.3.1. Preselection or discovery facet 
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Preselection of learning services can be done through the functionality requested by the learner and/or the 

quality requirements he prefers. It can also be done simply by choosing services that satisfy functionality 

provided by the application. This facet aims to describe the methods used for screening. It is defined by: 

Preselection Method = SET (ENUM {according to the features of the application, depending on the 

functionality required by the learner, according to the quality requirements of the learner, Not supported}) 

2.3.2.  Quality evaluation facet 

The quality assessment is carried out through the calculation of the various indicators of the quality of 

context (QoC) and the quality of services (QoS). This facet aims then to specify indicators used to calculate 

these qualities. Thus, it is split into two attributes. 

 QoC indicators: It includes indicators used to calculate the QoC. It is defined by: 

QoC indicators = SET (ENUM {Reliability, actuality, significance, Precision, Not supported, etc.}) 

 QoS indicators: It includes indicators used to calculate the QoS. It is defined by: 

QoS indicators = SET (ENUM {Response time, precision, availability, Cost, Risk of rupture, capacity, Not 

supported, etc.}) 

2.3.3.  Selection facet 

Multiple methods and techniques are involved to ensure learning services selection. This facet describes 

the tools provided by the approaches and systems to ensure the services selection. It is defined by: 

Selection Method = ENUM {AHP, fuzzy AHP, ANN, score calculation, A rule base, Cost calculation, fuzzy 

Topsis, Not supported} 

2.4.  Optimization View 

The optimization view responds to the question “What are the optimization techniques used?” and 

describes optimization techniques defined by approaches and systems to optimize the learning service 

selection process. 

The different facets associated with this view are described as follows: 

2.4.1.  Optimization facet 

Once the service is selected, a historic containing past selection experiences can then be fed. This historic 

will be consulted in case of presence of a similar experience to optimize the selection process. This facet is 

used to specify whether the approach includes a step of optimization in the selection process or not. 

Optimization = Boolean 

2.4.2.  Used techniques facet 

The optimization of the selection can be achieved by various means. This facet describes the techniques 

used to optimize the selection process. It is defined by: 

Techniques = ENUM {Case-based reasoning, heuristic methods, Not supported, etc.} 

2.5.  Management of Uncertainty View 

Uncertainty is an unavoidable factor in any context-aware application this is mostly caused by the 

imperfectness and incompleteness of data. Moreover, the quality requirements provided by the learner during 

a service request are expressed in linguistic terms. These terms are so vague. Therefore, uncertainty in these 

data may lead to a wrong decision. So, the management of uncertainty view answers the question “What are 

the management techniques used?”. This view indicates where the management of uncertainty was taken 
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into consideration and describes the methods used.  

The different facets associated with this view are described in the following. 

2.5.1.  Management facet 

This facet is used to specify whether the approach takes into account the management of uncertainty or 

not.  

Management = Boolean 

2.5.2.  Level facet 

This facet indicates in which level uncertainty management has been taken into account. It is defined by: 

Level = SET (ENUM {The change of context, quality calculation, Not supported}) 

2.5.3.  Methods used facet 

The management of uncertainty can be achieved by different means. This facet describes the methods that 

are used to manage uncertainty. It is defined by: 

Methods = ENUM {Bayesian networks, hidden Markov chains, fuzzy logic, fuzzy systems, confidence value, 

Not supported} 

3. Review of Four Learning Service Selection Approaches Using the Proposed 
Framework 

In this section, the learning service selection framework will be used to evaluate different work against the 

criteria and functions that must be provided for the selection of service.  

Four learning service selection systems and approaches have been chosen:  mCALS [16], QoS-based LSC 

for UL [17], CAMLES [18] and WoBaLearn [19].  

mCALS was developed to support java programming learning, it was provided by Y. Jane Yin-Kim and J. 

Mike and it aims to select appropriate learning objects for learners based on their current location, their 

availability and their previous knowledge.  

The ubiquitous learning service selection system QoS-based LSC was proposed by Huang et al., and it is 

effective to help teachers to choose learning services taking into account two different contexts, i.e. the 

optimization of the composition of QoS-based services and the unique service discovery based on the QoS.  

Concerning the ubiquitous learning system CAMLES, which was developed by Nguyen, Viet Anh et al., it 

aims to support the learning of English and  to adapt the sequence and navigation of its educational content 

based on a combination of previous knowledge of the learner, needs, preferences, availability, current location 

and time information.  
 

Table 1. Instantiation of Four Learning Service Selection Works to Goals View 

Learning service selection works 
Goals View 

Selection purpose Selection object 

mCALS 
Adaptation 

Support learning 
Learning Objects 

QoS-based LSC for UL Teacher's guide Learning service 

CAMLES 
Adaptation 

Support learning 
Learning content 

WoBaLearn Adaptation to the learner context Learning unit 
 

Finally, we study the ubiquitous learning system WoBaLearn proposed by ZHANG Bingxue which is 

dedicated to learning and work-based professionals. 

These studies use different methods for the selection of learning services and go through several different 

stages from approaches to another. However, these works have not considered all the necessary criteria for 
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the selection of learning services. 

Table 1, Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 give a comparison of these learning service selection systems 

and approaches. 

The instantiation of the proposed framework within a list of four context-aware u-learning systems allows 

their evaluation by bringing out their main features and limits. Based on this evaluation, it is noticed that in 

terms of “Goals”, the aims and objects of the selection are different from one approach to another. The 

purpose of selection is generally adaptation, but it is also intended to) provide learning support. On the other 

hand, we can distinguish several selected objects, i.e. content, objects, services and learning units. 

 

Table 2. Instantiation of Four Learning Service Selection Works to Process View 

Learning service 

selection works 

Process View 

Triggering the process 
Identification 

of the 

learning 

situation 

Preselection 

or Service 

Discovery 

Quality 

evaluation 
Selection Historic 

Context detection Query QoC QoS 

mCALS 
Location 

Time 
learner 

preferences 
Yes No No No Yes No 

QoS-based LSC for 

UL 
Yes 

Not 

supported 
No Yes No Yes Yes No 

CAMLES 

Preferences 

Availability 

Location 

Needs 

Knowledge 

Not 

supported 
No No No No Yes No 

WoBaLearn Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes No 

 
Table 3. Instantiation of Four Learning Service Selection Works to Means View 

Learning service selection 

works 

 Means View 

Preselection or Service 

Discovery 

Quality evaluation 

Selection 
QoC indicators QoS indicators 

mCALS Not supported Not supported Not supported Rules based 

QoS-based LSC for UL 

Decision making multiple 

criteria 

Model of weighted sum 

Not supported 

Response time 

Availability Cost 

Reliability 

Score 

calculation 

CAMLES Not supported Not supported Not supported Rules based 

WoBaLearn Rules based Not supported Not supported Rules based 

 
According to the Selection Process view, we can conclude that the process is usually triggered by a query in 

most approaches and systems. We also note that in some works, regarding the detected context, the focus 

was only set on the location and time. Others focus, in addition to the location and time, on preferences, 

needs and knowledge of the learner. The rest of the works does not detail the contextual elements they detect. 

No work covers all selection steps.  

Indeed, they are limited to select the required learning service without going through the different steps of 

the identification of the situation, preselection and evaluation. Moreover, even if the evaluation step is 

supported, these works does consider only the calculation of service quality and totally neglect the calculation 

of the quality of context. 

Through the Means view we see a diversity of tools used in ubiquitous systems. Regarding the selection of 

learning services, we can deduce that the rule-based selection is the most used method in these works. 

Finally, in the Optimization view, the optimization of the selection process has not been made in any of the 

studied works. Similarly, for the Management of uncertainty view. 
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Table 4. Instantiation of Four Learning Service Selection Works to Optimization View 

Learning service 

selection works 

Optimization View 

Optimization Used techniques 

mCALS No Not supported 
QoS-based LSC 

for UL 
No Not supported 

CAMLES No Not supported 

WoBaLearn No Not supported 

 
Table 5. Instantiation of Four Learning Service Selection Works To Uncertainty View 

Learning service 

selection works 

Management of uncertainty View 

Management Level Methods used 

mCALS No Not supported Not supported 
QoS-based LSC 

for UL 
No Not supported Not supported 

CAMLES No Not supported Not supported 

WoBaLearn No Not supported Not supported 
 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, the focus was maintained on studying the learning service selection. The instantiation of the 

framework views shows that the existing selection works have several limitations. Indeed, most of them have 

neglected the evaluation of QoC and have only considered QoS during the learning service selection process. 

Similarly, no work has included identifying the learning situation at the beginning of the process which will 

help in the selection phase. 

As for the selection process, most of the works only support the selection step, neglecting all other stages 

(Preselection, Evaluation, and Classification). Finally, the different works does not seek to generate feedback 

to optimize their selection process. 

Through the analysis of various works dealing selection in ubiquitous learning systems, we see that they 

have limitations when selecting and therefore the satisfaction of the learner is not assured. To overcome 

these limitations and to ensure a satisfactory and optimal selection taking into account the satisfaction of the 

learner, we need to introduce and outline a new approach for learning service selection that improves QoC 

and QoS through learner feedback, optimizes the learning service selection process and also manages 

uncertainty. So, the future direction of the research is to consider fuzzy decision making methods and case 

based reasoning in order to satisfy learner intentions, needs and preferences. 
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